Neighborhood Emergency Preparedness Questionnaire

1. Name:_____________________________________________________________

2. Address:___________________________________________________________

3. Mailing address if different than street address:____________________________

4. Phone number:__________________ Email:____________________________

5. How many people are in your household: Adults____; Children by age______

6. Family Special Needs:_____________________________________________________

What skills/services would/could you volunteer to our neighborhood in the event of a large-scale emergency? Circle all that apply:

a. Doctor/nurse
b. First aid or CPR trained
c. Search and Rescue
d. Child care
e. Pet enclosure/care
f. Crisis counselor
g. Construction/electrician/plumber
h. Police/auxiliary
i. Firefighter/EMT
j. HAMM radio operator
k. Other (describe below)

What equipment or supplies do you have that could be used in case of disaster: Circle items

a. First aid and medical supplies
b. Walkers, wheel chairs, crutches
c. Spare bedding, tents, cots
d. Propane heater, stove, lantern
e. Generator, crank radio or battery operated radio
f. Portable lights, portable toilets
g. Water filters
h. Walkie talkie
i. Long ladder
j. Crow bar, axe, chainsaw
k. RV, Camper, Trailer
l. __________________________

Do you have pets that might need attention in case of an emergency? How Many?________
What kind?________ Special considerations?_____________________________________

Are you willing to be a block captain to help educate and assist neighbors on your block?
Yes_____ No______

Would you be willing to serve on a neighborhood team: First Aid______; Housing______; Communications______; Coordination of Resources______; Training___________________;

Are you interested in further information regarding Community Emergency Response Training (CERT)? Yes______ No______ (CERT is a hands-on course in how to respond to emergencies)

Privacy Notice: This information will be kept confidentially within the confines of our defined neighborhood. However, in the event of a local disaster, this information may be shared with the official Emergency Responders entrusted to provide us aid.

This information and the other information that is provided on the website www.getemergencyprepared.com does not in any way guarantee or promise your safety or survival in any disaster or situation. This is for informational purposes only and is to be used at the discretion of the individual, family, or group that is using it. Not all information or suggestions apply to all people and/or situations and people are encouraged to use common sense in all situations. This document may be reproduced and used by individuals and groups in order to prepare themselves to deal with emergencies and disasters and their aftermath. Permission granted by Get Emergency Prepared. www.getemergencyprepared.com This document has been prepared by the Jefferson County Department of Emergency
Management as a template to be shared freely for broad distribution and use. The information contained herein provides guidance for neighborhood organizing and does not imply any guarantee of successful meetings or fully prepared individuals or neighborhoods.